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This book contains 628 hymns for voice & piano.

We have a gospel hymn book, a contemporary hymn book, the Lutheran green hymnal, a revised

Lutheran blue hymnal, another collection of different worship hymns, and a collection of old popular

hymns in our church library. I went through the index and was able to find a collection of the most

used songs we use for choir. It is an amazing collection of songs. Another great thing is that it has

the piano part so that altos, tenors, and bass can follow their part if they want. So many of the books

I looked at only include the soprano or melody line. We absolutely got our money's worth!!!!!!! It also

added some contemporary songs.

I bought my own copy after seeing someone else's copy of Celebration Hymnal. I was quite

intimidated in my search to purchase by the multiple descriptions of the book. Still am not sure what

is difference between 'ultimate tracks' and 'pew version' and different authors. (sorry if this should

be obvious, but it isn't).This 'Ultimate Tracks' is a regular hard-backed hymnal containing songs

both traditional and praise. As a pianist, I loved the inclusion of noting & suggestions to show how to

transition/link from one song to another. I have not played piano in many years but have recently



begun a job as our small church's pianist/organist. I found the majority of the songs easy to play for

a medium-skill pianist. Some of the orchestrations are a bit beyond my means yet.I have used

several as preludes/offertory/postlude playing. And more recently some ideas for our choir to use as

Introits. Our music director loves "He Is Here".

I am a Lutheran Church organist. The Hymnal for Worship and Celebration has been my first "go to"

book for hymns not in the Lutheran hymnal. When I first started using it over 20 years ago, it was

because of the instrumental books published for it. I had a small group of kids and adults who had

instruments and wanted to play, so I was able to provide them with music at their levels and in the

right keys. This current purchase of the Hymnal for Worship and Celebration was for a gift for a

pastor at one of the churches I current play at. He has been looking for some alternative music

sources and I thought he would appreciate it. I also purchased for him "Lead Me, Guide Me" (from

GIA, I believe).

A truly great hymnal with many old and new worship songs. I hope that someday soon it will be

updated to include some of the best of the newest, but it is nearly mandatory to have a great hymnal

like this if you want to worship using both the old and the new. Thanks, Celebration for making me

want to go back to my piano again and to play hymns.

We like this hymnal. We use it at the church we attend while visiting in Florida and it is very

complete with hymns we remember from our youth as well as a number of more contemporary

songs.

The cover is not as nice as on the white one we have a copy of. We bought "good condition," and

that is all we got; the hymnal was rather worn from use. The positive thing is that it stays open for

my wife, who uses it at the piano. As to the contents... This hymnal was made when churches were

transitioning from hymns to short praise choruses. Thus, some hymns in it have been shortened.

The paper is fairly good for a hymnal, and better than what was used by the Assembly of God

publishing company. Anyhow, I am overall content with the hymnal, especially if you get one that is

better than just "good" condition.

arrived quickly, in good shape, I had just given mine to my brother, as we enjoyed the older songs

so much, and he plays for different bible groups.



This with the spiral binding and large print is wonderful. I can actually see it and it stays open

without other books trying to keep the page from turning while I am playing the organ. I need

another one with large print for our pianist at church, with spiral binding, or loose leaf. Could or

would anyone help me find one?
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